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Teaching to transgress

Bell Hooks was born Gloria Watkins on September 25, 1952. She grew up in a small southern community that gave her a sense of belonging as well as a sense of racial division. She has degrees from Stanford University, the University of Wisconsin and the University of California, Santa Cruz. She has served as a noted
activist and social critic and has taught at many colleges. Hooks uses her great-grandmother's name to write underneath as a tribute to her ancestors. Hooks writes bold and controversial works that explore African-American female identities. In works such as Ain't I A Woman: Black Women and Feminism and Talking
Back: Thinking Feminist, Thinking Black, she points to how feminism works for and against black women. Oppressed after slavery, black women must overcome the double chances of racial and gender discrimination in order to accept equality and self-esteem. After reading the Teaching Transgresse, I am again struck
by the endless, undeniable intellectual energy of the bells, the energy that makes it radical and loving. - Paulo Freire in teaching to transgression, bells - writer, teacher and rebel black intellectual - writes about a new kind of education, education as a practice of freedom. Teaching students to transcend racial, sexual and
class boundaries in order to achieve the gift of freedom, for hooks, is the teacher's most important goal. Bell hooks speaks at the heart of education today: how can we rethink teaching methods in the age of multiculturalism? What do we do with teachers who don't want to teach and students who don't want to learn? How
should we fight racism and sexism in the classroom? Full of passion and politics, Learning Transgress combines practical knowledge in the classroom with a deeply felt connection to the world of emotions and feelings. This is a rare book about teachers and students who dare to raise questions about eros and rage, grief
and reconciliation, as well as the future of learning itself. Education is the practice of freedom, Bell writes, is a way of learning that everyone can learn. Teaching Transgress is a record of one gifted teacher's struggle to make classes work. Price $53.94 Publisher Routledge Publish Date September 14, 1994 Pages 224
Dimensions 6.06 x 0.63 x 9.02 inch 0.76 LB English Language Type Paperback EAN /UPC 9780415908085 bell hooks writer and critic, who taught most recently at Berea College in Kentucky, where she is an emeritus professor in residence. Her many books include feminist classics Ain't I A Woman, Dialogue (with
Cornel West) Breaking Bread, children's books Happy to Be Nappy and Be Boy Buzz, memoirs Bone Black (Holt), as well as common titles of interests All About Love, Rock My Soul and Communion. Her numerous books published with Routledge include Learning thinking: Practical wisdom, wisdom, Culture Places, We
Are Real Cool: Black Men and Masculinity Where We Stand: Class Issues, Learning to Transgress: Education as a Practice of Freedom, Teaching Community: Educators of Hope, Outlaw Culture: Resistance to Representation, and Reel to the Real: Race, Sex and Class in Film. After reading Teaching Transgress I am
once again struck by the bell hooks of the endless, obscene intellectual energy, the energy that makes her radical and loving. - Paulo Freire passionately defines a black feminist point of view that should be reflected in the classroom debate. - Modern Education Learning Transgress on bell hooks is a book that I not only
love, but assign every semester to mine It's one of the best descriptions of the purpose and function of education and educator that I've ever read. And students love it. So if you know any professors or students who are not familiar with it, recommend it highly. - Feminist bookstore News Learning Transgression is useful
as a platform for criticizing current concepts and teaching practices. - Canadian Home Economics magazine deals with pedagogy, hand in hand with the practice of freedom I magine that a black woman thinker, intellectual and activist from the U.S. with decades of study in various institutions, rang the doorbell or visited
your school, university, collective, restaurant ... and started talking to you about the problems and potency inherent in the act of teaching as a practice of freedom, about the connection between critical pedagogy and the Buddhism involved, feminist thought, eroticism, sexuality and clashes in the social class, and any
other topic that might arise in such a conversation? And if, beyond that, she talked about tediousness in university classes, and the need to cultivate the pleasure of teaching, enthusiastically, as a pedagogical tool, among other topics, in prose that moves with fluency between informal and academic tones? This thinker is
a bell hook, eminent intellectual, thinker, and black feminist activist with more than 30 books published. A book that would allow for this imaginary conversation Learning Transgression: Education as a practice of freedom, a collection of essays that takes over these themes and others, but in a fluid narrative that speaks to
the modern Brazilian educational reality. Written in 1994 and released in Brazil in 2013, the work precedes a growing wave of hook translations that are currently on the Brazilian editorial market, including Feminism is for Everyone: Passionate Politics in 2018; Black looks: Race and representation and talk back: Thinking
feminist, thinking Black as in 2019, just mention a few other essay collections. In these works, a black U.S. feminist thinker and shows itself as like essayist and keen analyst of cultural and artistic representations from a racial point of view. However, part of the importance of this work is to bring the hooks' little-known (at
least in Brazil) face to the public. Here, the qualities highlighted in the previous paragraph are intertwined with a writer and teacher who revisited her past as a student in the southern United States, a crisis she faced with giving a stint in oberlin's English department (I pursued dreams of escape - disappearance - yes,
even death), given that she dreamed of being a writer rather than a teacher, as she notes in the introduction, until she became a professor with more than 20 years of experience and that who sees education as a political mission deeply related to the act of writing about race, gender, social class and decolonization in an
accessible mode to the various public. In the 14 essays that make up this collection, the author discovers his tools to identify strategies, difficulties and influences in the process of becoming a professor inside and outside the classroom. Texts were written at different times for different audiences, and as such, numerous
themes are repeated throughout the text. The book is aimed just as for teachers as it is for students, given that Bell Hooks uses her point of view as a teacher just as she does her position as a student in various contexts and moments in her life. We can also add that this book is valuable to all those who see education -
formal and informal - as a means of expanding our ability to exercise freedom as historical subjects. The geography of the book's content and its introduction play a key role as the author revises his formative years, from childhood in the segregated southern United States to adolescence in the context of desegregation.
Between one context and another, there is a watershed. In segregated black schools, the majority of professors are black women. Teaching is anti-colonial and anti-racist, and education is aimed at the practice of freedom. With the end of segregation (in the mid-60s) schools tend to consist of white educators, building
knowledge comes down to passing information, and classes end up reproducing racial stereotypes. Hooks then tells the story of her student years (also the moment at which she began teaching) and graduate school. One of the most interesting moments in her preparation as a teacher occurs during this period, first,
because she notes that the classes were boring - enthusiasm, happiness teaching, were not even considered. In a number of essays, hooks criticize the generalized academic notion that a good class should be concentrated in the teacher's colloquial prowess. To enter the classrooms of colleges and universities with the
will to share encourage excitement, was to transgress. Another turning point in her trajectory began in graduate school when the author first came into contact with the work of Brazilian thinker Paulo Freire, who, according to the author, provided her with political language at a time when hooks felt intended to become a
rebellious black feminist thinker. When I discovered the work of Brazilian thinker Paulo Freire, my first acquaintance with critical pedagogy, I found a mentor and guide, someone who realized that learning can be liberating. It was during this period that one of Freire's statements became her mantra: she does not enter the
fight as an object to later become the subject. In works such as Educators oppressed, Educators in Progress: Letters to Guinea-Bissau, and Learn the Question: Educators Liberation (composed of conversations between Freire and Antonio Faundez), Hooks mentions that she feels deep empathy and identification with
The Fraire writers, given that she also comes from rural descent and experienced a deep connection with her black high school teachers. first meeting him at a seminar at the university where she taught. At the time, hooks criticized him for using sexist language in his texts. Freire not only accepted her criticism, he also
noted that he would be more attentive in his subsequent work - and he was. For the author at this moment she fell in love with a Brazilian teacher. He demonstrated his own teachings in his behavior and the consistency between theory and practice. Aside from entering various discussions throughout the book hooks,
Freire is a central theme in Chapter 4, in which the author creates an imaginary interview in which Gloria Watkins (birth author's name), interviews Bell Hooks (a name she took to pay homage to her maternal great-grandmother), about the impact of Freire's work on her own production. Ilustration: Julian Barbosa II One of
the central aspects of the book is how the author builds his concept of engaging pedagogy, the main theme of the first chapter. This way of seeing education, promoted over time, is the result of a fusion of several sources: Paulo Freire's critical pedagogy, anti-racism, feminism, and holistic approach to learning, which
emphasizes, in addition to the importance of cognition, the importance of the spiritual aspects and individual hopes of students. In the latter case, along with Freire, she refers to the importance of another teacher writing about the busy Buddhism of Vietnamese monk Teach Nhat Khan.  Chapters two and three take on
multiculturalism. In the first, entitled The Revolution of Values, the main voice is the voice of Martin Luther King Jr. The chapter discusses the fundamental and the challenges of multicultural classes, taking on questions about being willing and inclined to embrace change (focus chapter 3), creating forming spaces for
trade experiences and fears, and issues of the banking education system, among other topics. Hooks emphasizes many times throughout the book that it is not enough to change the content of the curriculum, but it is also necessary to change habits and attitudes. In the case of multiculturalism, accepting change
requires a true revolution of values, she writes, referring to King. Chapters five and six are devoted to the central part of the experience in the author's pedagogical formulation. In Chapter 5, titled Theory as a Free Practice, Hooks protects that theory, based on pain and struggle, retains the potential for healing and
collective liberation in which theory and practice work together. Using personal examples and other research, Hooks argues that children can be great theorists, in that they are able to question various aspects of adulthood that we tend to normalize, such as sexism and racism. The hooks continue in this chapter to assert
the importance of theories that can be shared orally and in writing. Reflecting on her feminist thoughts, she argues: For me, this theory stems from concrete, from my efforts to understand everyday life experiences, from my efforts to intervene critically in my life and the lives of others. In doing so, she seeks to make
feminist theory accessible to the public by allowing more people to adhere to feminism. In Chapter 6, Essentialism and Experience, Hooks defends the idea that sharing personal experiences in the classroom, in an inconsequential way, is a way to create a school learning community in which all participants are interested
in classroom discussion, as they feel that the content discussed has connections and responds to issues in their personal lives. Hooks argues that the ability to flow from personal and everyday to academic allows a teacher to potentialize students' ability to learn. Chapters seven, eight and nine focus on discussing
feminist solidarity among white and black U.S. women, feminist thought and black scholars. Chapter 10 is worth highlighting. The creation of the pedagogical community is written in the form of a dialogue between a white male educator and a black female educator, Ron Scapp, and bells, as a way to create dialogues and
policies of solidarity between intellectuals of different sexes and races who dare to break with these boundaries in order to cooperate around common worldviews. Based on the general concept of pedagogy as a practice of freedom, these two professors exchange ideas about their trajectories and concepts of education
and teaching. The basic idea they are defending is that in order to build a pedagogical the principle of pedagogy needs to be transformed by the teaching curriculum, such as the curriculum. However, it is also necessary to go further, and transform relationships as a class with progressive content can still be delivered in a
conservative and authoritarian manner. In other words, Ron Scapp and the bells defend that more than just content, the practice of teaching must also be emancipated. Other topics covered include the relationship between teaching English and decolonization in the language (Chapter 11), the social class in the Class
Confrontation class (Chapter 12) and sexuality in Eros, eroticism and pedagogical process (Chapter 13). The final essay, Ecstasy, is a homage to the art of teaching. At the same time, the author emphasizes the physical and emotional exhaustion that pedagogy entails, for example, due to the greater popularity of these
classes in relation to the traditional classes of the banking system. This, paradoxically, she admits, prevents the transformation of the class into a community of living experiences in which everyone can express themselves, listen, and share responsibility for the class. Despite this, bell hooks end her book with the
following words: The Academy is not paradise. But learning is a place where you can create paradise. The class, with all its limitations, remains a place of opportunity. In this area of opportunity, we have the opportunity to work for freedom, to demand from ourselves and our comrades the openness of mind and heart,
which allows us to face reality even when we jointly imagine ways beyond borders to sin. This education as a practice of freedom (hooks, 1994 p. 207).  In times like Brazil and the rest of the world, with the rise of conservative political forces, and in which free, progressive and engaged thinking in itself, both inside and
outside schools, is under attack, bell hooks invite us to think of education in a broad sense as the exercise of freedom. The book is as current as ever. Never. teaching to transgress pdf. teaching to transgress education as the practice of freedom. teaching to transgress summary. teaching to transgress quotes. teaching
to transgress audiobook. teaching to transgress discussion questions. teaching to transgress chapter 1 summary. teaching to transgress review
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